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A&&ad. It is shown that if two PDOL forms F1 and F2 are form equivalent, i.e., generate the 
sjune family of languages, then the PDOL sequences E(F1) and E(F2) are isomorphic, provided 
one of the sequences contains a word of length greater than one. This result leads to a*simple 
algorithm of deciding the form equivalence of two PDOL forms F1 and F2. Moreover, we obtain 
the rather surprising result that F1 and F2 are form equivalent if and only if they are sequence 
equivalent, i.e., generate the same family of PDOL sequences (excluding again the trivial case that 
F1 and F2 generate only words of length one). 
1. Intrduction 
Recently, there has been much activity around the notions of a grammar form 
and its countxpart in parallel rewriting, L forms. The idea is basically to study 
grammatical similarity by defining a “master grammar” G and an interpretation 
mechanism which yields a family of grammars (in some sense) skilar to 6. The 
languages generated by these grammars form the language family %,G) associated 
to G. We refer the reader to [2] for information concerning grammar forms, and to 
[4] as the first paper in ;he area of L forms. 
A notion particularly interesting both because of its central positiorl in the theory 
of L systems and because of its mathematical elegance is that of a PDOE form, i.e., 3 
l?DOL s/stern viewed as a master grammar. Its investigation was begun in [3], 
where a special class of POOL forms was exhibited with the property that Y(Fl j = 
.dZ’f’F~? is de’cidable for any forms FI and F2 in this class. This special class consists of 
forms F such that the PDOL sequence E(F) generat by F is strictly growing i 
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length. It is worth mentioning that the decidability of the form equivalence, i.e., of 
the equation 9(.Fi) = 5?(&) has tuaod out to be a very difficult problem for most 
classes of grammar forms and L forms considered so far in the literature. 
The present paper continuesiand extends the investigation begun in [3$ In the 
first place, the assumption of strict  growth is dropped” and,: thus, we consider *_I q,:, 
arbitrary PDOL forms?i’his induces the following difficulty. Under the assumptions 
in [3], if it was known that a form F generates acertain language L, then it was also 
known in what order the words of L are generated by F. This is not any more the 
case if F is an arbitrary PDOL form. However, by several constructions of a 
*different nature we overcome this difficulty and obtain, finally, an even si;mples 
algorithm than the one in [3]. 
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. After preliminaries in 
Section 2, the first step in our main argument is accomplished in Section 3: we show 
that the equat5n ZZ’(&)= ZE’(&) implies that the sequences ,E(F1) and E(&) are 
ultimately isomorphic. The next section establishes two important lemmas: the first 
one shows how one can go from ultimate isomorphism to isomorphism, and the 
second one analyzes further the structure of form equivalent PDOL forms. The case 
of forms generating finite languages is treated separately in Section 5. There is a 
special class of finite forms (unary constant-length forma) which forms the only 
exzeption to our main results and, in addition, the argumems of Section 3 are not 
valid in the finite case, so this case has to be treated separately. All our main 
results are contained in Section 6. We give a 
for form equkilence. This c0ndition gives 
gesting form equivalence. Moreover, using 
est&llsh the rather surprising r-c&t that two 
if and only if they are sequence equivalent, 
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necessary and sufficient condition 
rise to a simple algorithm For 
this condition, we are able to 
PDOL forms are form equivalent 
i.e., generate the same family of 
The decidability of the problem whether or not L(&) =L(&) holds for two 
given PDUL systems F1 and Fz was open for a long time until finally shown decid- 
able in [I]- (In falct, the decidability was established in [l] in the more general case 
of DOL systems.) It turns out that the form equivalence of Fl and Fz, i.e., the 
question of whether or not .9(Fl) = iS?(Fz) holds when Fl and Fz are regarded as 
forms, can be decided by a much simpler algorithm. The reason is that form 
equivalence imposes stronger restrictions on Fl and Fz than the equation 
L(Fl) = L(&). 
art from the theory of grammar forms and L forms, we believe that the results 
of this paper are laf interest to the general problem, characteristic for L systems, cVl 
contrasting sets of words to sequences of words, as well as to the general mathema - 
tical problem of characterizing, iterated homomorphisms in a free monoid. 
is paper is largely self-contained. The reader is referred to [2]-[4] mainly for 
b und and motivation. For unexplained notions in language theory, we refer 
to [5]. 
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A PDOL system is an order-cd triple 
F=(Z; w, 0 
where 1z is an alphabet, w E Z+ (!.e., w is a nonempty word over C or, equivalently, 
an &ment of the free semigroup generated by 2 ), and h is a homomorphism of Z* 
into X+. The sequence of elements of 2’ 
h”(w)= w, h(w), h*(w), h3(w), . . . 
is referred to as the sequence generated by F and denote6 by E(F). The language 
L(F)={h’(v)[i=0,1,2,...} 
is reiferred to as the language generated by F. 
If Q E X and h(a) = x, we often write this as a -+x and call the latter a production. 
Applying the homomo:-phism h to a word y amounts to applying such productions 
in parallel to each letter of y. Following the customary notations in formal language 
theory, we ofteu write y =$ .z instead of h (y ) = t. Similarly, a sequence of several 
apphcations of h : y, h(y), h2(y), . . . , is often written as 
and referred to as a derivation. The number of steps in a derivation is referred to ;1s 
its length. When considering several systems imultaneously, we apply notations 
like y -r, z 70 indicate that we are considering a derivalion step according to the 
F 
system F. The transitive closure and the reflexive transitive closure of the relation 
=9 is denoted by $ and 3, respectively. Derivations can also be depicted by 
tree-like: figu-es in an obvious fashion. 
Accordi*.lg to the definition of a PDOL system, the horn\-jmorphism h is non- 
erasing. It this assumption concerning h is not made, we speak of a DOE system. 
Howeve,:, all results in this paper deal with PDOL systems only. 
The length of a word x will be denoted by lg(x). The cardinality of a (finite) set % 
is denof*ed by card(S). For a word x # h (the empty word), let alph(x) be the 
smallest alphabet C such that h: E C +. 
We say that a PDOL tern F = (2, w, h) is reduced ifl’ every Petter of ,S a 3rs 
in some word of L(F). thout explicitly mentioning it, we assu UL 
systems considered in the sequel are reduced. 
A POOL system F is strict iff, ft3r all i 2 0, 
‘.r._Ipj ; _ ,i’;- ,T *y-* j ^_ ; ” 1, . Ei “&ik &j., : *j,‘- , ~ ’ P 
( ‘,_. -- _ _ ” 
I *,-i’. , *. 
_ , 
:-_, *,-a j 
-/ . . i* ” 
I ‘ 
~&i&“$.j&~ &.,@?)~ is fiinite, otherwi~ it is %..ni~. A finite PDOE s&&n F is of 
[ cl\nsta,)tt-~~~~~k~;iff~~ev,~ry word in’L(F) is of length k. In the case k = 1 we speak of /* 
unqry *onHunt-length systems. 
We define now the anost important notions of this paper. 
A PDOL form 3 = (S, IV, h) is defined exactly like a PDOL system. A PDOL 
~~t+rrn' -J?<~ ( ~~~-"w'&-~) :'is- cd.kx$ hh i#i_tetpte&ztion of F’ (modulo g ), in symbols 
s”j-= F(p;t).,& &otily F( +a z& ifI & iQ ‘a substitution defined ‘on C such that the 
following comiitions @-(iv) hold: * 
(i) &z)E.Z and &)#$for each Q ~2, 
’ (ii) p(a)n ,p(b) = fi for each la, b E C with rz # 6, 
(iii) w’ e fi(w ), 
(iv) ?C(& p(h($(a))) f or each a ES’, (Note that ,~-‘(a) is a unique letter of 
C for each u E Z) 
Rem&. A PDOL system F’ is an interpretation of F iff there is a letter-to-letter 
homomorphism t such ihat @‘) = C, r(w’) = w and, for all a E X’, f(h’(a)) = 
h(W). 
Given a PDOL form F, we define the families of PDOL systems, PDOL languages 
and PDOL sequences a so;fated to 12” as follows; 
%(F)={F’jF’ a F}, 
2?(F) = {L(F’)I F’ Q F}, 
8(F) = {E&F’)\ F’ Q F}. 
Two PDOL forms F’l and Fz are termed form equivalent (resp. sequence equivalent) 
iff S’(Fl) = Z(F2) (reap. 8(FI) = %‘(F2)). 
Rework, According 30 the customary terminololgy concerning L forms (cf. [3]), the 
interpretations defined above are referred to as deterministic, and the subscript d is 
attached ta 4 and to the name of the family S’(F). Since we do not consider any 
other types of interpretations in this paper, we are using the simpler terminology 
and notations as introduced above. 
We mention next some immediate consequences of our definitions, cf. ;c?so [3] 
and 141. The relation Q is decidable and transitive. T’his implies that 
Nence, pihe quation sB(F. 1)” ?!J(Fzj is decidable for given PDOL forms .F’ and Fz. 
The relation 6;:. (3 F2 im.plies the inclusions 3(FI) G psp(r;;) and fiT[Fl) C_ 8(Fz). It 
implie: also the inequality card@+ card(&) if & is the alphabet of Fi, for i = 1,2. 
e sequence quivalenczz of two forms implies always their form equivalence. The 
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families S(F) and 8(F) are invariant under renaming the letters of the alphabet of 
F. Thus, if two forms are identical (Le., have the same axiom and the same 
prclductions) or become identical after renaming the letters, then they are sequence 
equivalent and, consequently, form equivalent. 
The terminology introduced above for PDOL systems is extended to concern 
PDOL forms. Thus, we may speak of the language L(F) and sequence E(F) of a 
form li’, of strict forms, finite forms, etc. Clearly, if F is a finite form then every 
language in the family 3(F) is finite, whereas every language in the family .9(F) is 
infinite for an infinite form F. 
A notion very useful in our subsequent considerations is that of an isomorphisrn 
between two sequences. We say that two sequences of words xi and yi, i = I,%, . . , 
are iso.morphic iff there is a one-to-one letter-to-letter homomorphism f such that 
the equation yi = f(xi) holds for all values of i. They are tiltimately isomorphic iff 
there is a number io such that the equation mentioned holds for all values of i a iO. 
In what follows we often identify isomorphic sequences. This happens without loss 
of generality because the properties we are interested in (such as form equivalence) 
are invariant under renaming. 
We ZIOW mention some results established in [3]. Although none of them is 
needed in our subsequent proofs, they formed the starting point to our in- 
vestigations in this paper. The results in [3] concern strict PDOL forms only. 
Thee rem 2.k. If& and Fz are form equivalent strict PDOL forms then the sequences 
E(Fl) and E(F2) are isomorphic. 
The converse of Theorem 2.1 does not hold true. For instance, -onsider the two 
strict PDOI lorms with the axiom ah! and productions defined as follows: 
Then _T(Fl) = E(Fz) but neither of the families 5?(IQ and JZ(&) is included in the 
other. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 follows easily by the facts that L(FI j = L(Fi) for some 
Fi Q Fz, and vice: versa, and that the sequence of F1 is generated in the same order 
by Fi because the forms are strir?. The latter conclusion cannot be made in the 
same simple way if we are dealing with arbitrary PDOL forms. In fact, extending 
Theor.sm 2.1 to arbitrary PDOL forms wil! be one of our main tasks in the sequel. 
. Form equn’valence is decidable for strict PDOL forms. 
The proof ‘of Thpfirpm 3 3 given in [3] is &cd on the fact that the equation & **““I cr..* ti.II
I = S(Fa) implies that there is an effective bound iO ~~11 t 
9‘ 
I+@; ‘ K. &tik et, at, 
@#&king&~ the aequen&-E(E;;) = E(F2) after the first io words is mapped to the 
sme word,both in Fx and in Fz. The “initial mess’” consisting of i0 first words can 
be takpn care of by other means. 
The following theorem is not explicitly mentioned in [ 3J. However, it is an 
immediate consequence of the definition of strictness. 
r I 
Thewem 236 Two sfrict PDOL forms are form eqkttaht ijv they are sequence 
eqkoalent. 
We &t&in in CSection.6 the rather surprising result that Theorem 2.3 holds for 
arbitrary PDOL forms as well. 
” We conclude this section with some examples of form equivalent non-identical 
P1Ddll-l forms. If the alphabet consists of one OS two letters, there are no. such 
examples, provided we are not dealing with unary constant-length forms. In the 
latter case, the forms Fl and F2 with the axiom a and productions 
F&a-,b, b+a, 
are indeed form equivalent. The family .9(&)= JZ(F2) consists of all finite 
languages with cardinality 32 and with all words of length 1. Note also that the 
sequences E(Fl) and E(F2) are not even ultimately isomorphic. Similar examples 
can be given of unary constant-length forms over any alphabet. In the remainder of 
this section we assume that the forms considered are not of this special type. 
Consider now the three-letter alphabet {a, b, c}. Define two PDOL forms Fl and 
F2 as follows. The axiom in both forms if wlabwz, where w1 and w2 are (possibly 
empty) words over the alphabet {c). The productions are defined by 
Fl : a + w3, b + 1494, c + ~5, 
Fz: a + w$, b + PV_& c --) ws, 
9 
where the right sides are nonempty words over the alphabet {c} and w3w4 = wiw& 
Then _Fl and F2 are fcr-rn equivalent. According to the terminology introduced in 
Section 4, a and b are referred to as “bad” letters (provided w3 # wi). 
We consider, finally, the* four-letter alphabet {a, b, c, d}. Here we give three 
nt examples of non-identical form equivalent PDOL forms. 
der first forms F1 and F2 with the axiom w1abw2, where HQ and w2 are 
y empty) words over the alphabet {c, d}. The productions are defined by 
where the right sided are nonempty words over the alphabet {c, d} and w3w4 = 
& Here again a and b are bad kuters. 
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In the second example, the axiom in both forms is W~CE~CW=, where w1 and w2 are 
(possibly empty) words over the alphabet {d}. The productions are defined by 
where Gre right sides are nonempty words over the alphabet {d} and w3w4w5 =
w;wiw& Here a, b and c are bad letters. 
Finally, consider two forms F1 and Fz with the axiom c~/‘~uw~, here both wt and 
w2 are (possibly empty) words over the alphabet {dj. 'ihe prociuctions are now 
defined by 
where w3 and w4 are (possibly empty) words over the alphabet {d], and the other 
right sides are nonempty words over the alphabet (d} such that w5w6 = wiwk. Now 
b and c are bad letters. 
It is a consequence of the general characterization of form equivalence given in 
Section 6 ;hat the examples above exhaust he possibilities, apar; from the eventual 
renaming of letters, of non-identical, form equivalent PDOL forms over an alphabet 
with cardinality ~4, In fact: our characterization result makes it easy to list aii the 
possib\ities with respect to any alphabet with “small” cardinality. For three-letter L 
alphabets, this result was already contained in [3]. 
3. Ultimlate isomorphism 
We now begin our investigations of conditions necsssary ;or form equivalence. 
We shall prove in this section that, for infinite PDOL forms & and F2, the equation 
9(Fl) =.9(F2) implies that the sequences E(Fr) and E(A~~) are ultimately iso- 
morphic. 
We begin with two simple theorems. The first one of them is a modification of 
Theorem 2. ? 
‘3.1. Consider tkvo PDOL forms F1 = (&, wl, h,) and F2 = (X2, wz, h2) and 
assume &Gat F1 is strict. If I.&!$) E L?(Fz) nnd E(F2) E LZ(F1), then the seqlcences E(F1) 
and E(Fz) are isomorphic. 
roof. By the assumption, there is an interpretation F; of 5’2 such that L(F,)= 
I-@‘$ Hence, card(&) 2 card(&). Similarly, 
consequ :ntly, card(&) = car&Z&). Since now the alphabets of 
same cardinality, we see that Fi is obtained from Fi simply by renaming the letters 
of 22. Thus E(Fz) and E(Fij ‘Are isomorphic. The assertio no* fQkM?s bee 
E(Fl) is strictly growing i 
rsb I_ ‘ ” 
r, 
’ :-me a&&en& Xcon-&mg the. car&&ties of Xi and Z; given in the previous 
proof-can be al’sii, *used to establish the following theorem. 
ntreorerxm 3.2 Assume iatat Fl and F2 are PDOL forms (not necessarily strict) such 
that L(Fl) E .5P(F2:\ and L(Fz) E S’(Fl). Then the languages L(Fl) and L(F2) are equal 
up to .re$&W?g of letters. , -. 
. We now be&%the proof of the fact that, for any infinite PDOL forms .FI and F2, _ 
tE.r form equivalence implies that the sequences E(Fl) and E(Fz) are ultimately 
isomorphic. The idea is basically to reduce the situation back to the strict case by 
considering “decompositions” of the original forms such that only every IZ~” word 
of the sequences is taken into account, where y1 is so large that the resulting 
sequences are strictly growing in length., 
Formally, given a- PDOL system (or form) F = (2, W, h) and integers m a 0 and 
n 2 1, we denote by F(n, m) the reduced PDOL system (Xnm, h”(w), h”), where 
Z,,,,, E 2. Thus, to get E(F(n, B)), we omit from E(F) an “initial mess” o’f length m 
and after that take only every n” word. Clearly, F( 1,O) = F. 
Lemma 3.3. ifF = (2, w, h ) is an infinite PDOL form and n 2 card(Z), then F(n, ti ) 
is sttict, 
Froaf. There can be at most card(X) consecutive words of equal length in E(F). q 
Qur next theorem will be the basic tool in establishing the result concerning 
ultimate isomorphism mentioned above. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that F = (2, w, h) and F’ = (Z’, w’, h’) are form equivar’ent 
infinik PDOL forms and that n > 2 max{card(S ), card@ ‘)}. Then for each m = 
0 y . . . , n - 1 the sequences E(F(n, m)) and E(F’( 12, m)) are ultimately isomo@ic. 
Roof. JYhe following observation will bb: frequently used in the proof without an 
explicit mentioning of it: if x1. x2, . . . is a PDOL sequence and il and i2 are integers 
such that 
then also for all j 3 0, 
Consider now a fixed F(n, ml where n and m are as in the statement of the 
theorem. Define 
s = min{l& - i2: >O 1 alph(@‘+“(w))s\ alph(h’2”+m(w)) Z 8) 
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and 
r = min{i 1 alph(h’“‘” (w)) n alph(h”‘“‘“‘” (w )) f 8). 
Thus, s is the smallest distance in E(F(n. m)) between two words with common 
letters in them, and r gives the position, where this distance first occurs. 
We now see that 
alph(h in+m (w))A alph(h”*“‘“+“(w)) it 8 for r’ 2 r 
and that alph(h in-cm(w)), . . . , alph(h(i+s-l)“+m (w)) are pairwise disjoint for all i 2 0. 
Note also ?hat we may have 
alph(h in+m (w)>rl alph(/z(‘+“‘“‘(w)) f $I 
for some t > s not divisible by s. 
We now “extend” F(n, mz -t m) to an interpretation 17 of I;‘ satisfying certain 
disjointness conditions as regards the alphabets of the wcrds in the sequence E(E). 
Specifically, we consider an interpretation E = (s, LY, a) such that 
alph(a), * . . , alph(a”+“-‘(a)) are pairwise disjoint and also; disjoint from each 
alph(&a)) with i 2 vz + an, and that alph(c+‘(a)), . . . , alph(&+““-‘(a)) are pairwise 
disjoint for all i z:-’ 0. Furthermore, 
alph(o.‘(cu)) A alph(a”“” (a)) f 0 for i Z= m + m, 
and whenever 
alph(&(cu)) n alph(cri2(cu)) Z 8, 
then il- iz is divisible by PZ. Finally, 
E(F(n, m + rn)) = E(F(n, m + m)). 
It is obvicjus that such an interpretation p 0: 2 can be constructed. We omit here 
the detailed formal definition of the substitution p, as we also will do frequently in 
the sequel. It is very instructive to keep in mind the following basic fact, resulting 
from the defini+:ion of an interpretation. Given a PDOL form F, we can always 
il1terprc.t twc occurrences of the same letter in E(F) differently, whereas we cannot 
interpret 0.4 J different letters in the same way. Thus, for any t, we can construct an 
interpretation F1 of F such that no letter occurs twice in the word obtained by 
’ catenat.ir,g the t first words of E(F,). On the ether hand, if the I? ‘h letter of ahe ilth 
word in E(F) differs from the iz th letter of thr jlfh word, then the qame holds true 
for any interpretation of F. 
Coming back to the interpretat;on F of F, we know by our assu ption concern- 
ing form equivalence that there is a? interljretation F’ p. T ) of F-’ sue al 
L(F’)= L(F). 0ur basic difficulty is ahat we don’t know i at order P’ ger;era”itzs 
the ~~o:ds of L(F). 
(F) is obtained from E(F’) (and vice vers y permuting words of 
Consider a segment x1, . . . , x4 of at Ig(x 1) = . * - = 
-;pq 1 :, A.:_, “1 ‘,’ 1 - _ ..i &$&~~.&~~ /* 
I ,rt,.t ’ _’ 
_ ,. , ‘Z 
* , 
: : 
. . / 
T&en, ,gOr &,@& h > 1, %h is. a IettcMo-letter morphic image of nl, . . . , xh_1. 
$&r&e&$&~ k xh and zq,r are not isomomhic but X~P isa fetter-to-letter morphic 
image -of .;lih: thin h’> h. (TGs follows because we are dealing with a IDOL 
sequence.) Thus wc can say, more precisely, that E(F) is obtai;;ed from E(F') by 
C,permut@g-&morphic words (&ad vice versa). * 
‘We shaiir no& SMW that he structural. properties of E (p') resemble those of E(F) 
thus giving us a l&d of $yn&etric&~ situation. Our argument showing this”is divided 
ino.four sub@sertions (Claims I-4). We see first by Lemma 3.3 that E(F(n, m + 
m)) is strictly growing in length. Consequently, there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence r& r1, . . . of integers uch that 
CT in4m+m(a)= T’~@) for i = 0, 1, . . . . 
Because T’“(P) and ?m+m (p) are islsmorphic, we see that 
/ri-in-m-rti{<card(S’:l for i==O, 1,. . . . 
(Note that E(p) can contain-at most card(P) consecutive words of equal ength.) 
cIIifml.r~+,-r~=r$-r() fori*O. 
Proof of Uaim 1. Assume the contrary: 
ri+s-rj=rs-rO fori=O,...,io, 
but 
rk+l+s - r6+l # rS - r0. 
Let us first show that the assumption 
ri,+l +t - rio+ I> & - r0 = rb+, - ri, 
Leads to a contradiction. We know that 
whenc4: 
alph(/‘““@)) r\ alph(T’O (p1) = 
alph(a (iooes)n+m+m(a!)) n ~ph(&‘+m+“(a)) #8, (1) 
alph(/d~“$)) n alph(~)io”+‘co”~‘to~)) # fl 
and rh+, + rb+ I- rb = ri, for sornf: i 1 a 0. But then we would have ah+1 < Cl < rb+l+S 
which & impossible. 
Assume then secondly that 
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whence ?b+ rb+r+s - rb+:, = ?iz for some i 2 20. An impossibility again arises since 
?bC?iz<?iO+r. 
Claim 2. alph(&3))~; alph(rj2(/3)) = 0, whenever 0 < !jl --j2j < sn. 
Proof ef Claim 2. Assume again the contrary: 
alph(r’l@)) n alph(7j2(P)) f 0 
fcr some jr >j, such that jr - j2 < sn. Then also 
alph(Tri(P))n alph(rri+‘1-‘2(/3)) # 0 
for all i such that ri sj2. Let po be such that rPos 2 j2. Then there is a sequence of 
numbers pn < p2 < l l l such that rpoS + k( jl - j2) = r,, and pk % k, +pos, for k = 
192 ,... . This means that the subsequence E(F(n, m + rn)) is “denser” in E(F’) 
than it is in E(F), whence the absolute values of the differences r, -in -m - rn 
cannot possibly be bounded, a contradiction. 
ClairpI 3. alph(l’@)) n alph(T’+“” (p)) # 0 for all j 2 ro. 
Proof of CMm 3. Suppose 
alph(rfo(P)) n alph(rro’“” (p)) = 0. 
Then r, - rlo > srz, and by Claim 1 ri, - ~-1 js > sir for all i 2 1. This means that the 
subsequence E(F(sn, m + rn)) is “sparser” in E(F’) than it is in E(F). Hence, the 
absolute vahrzs of the differences ?js -jsn - m -rn cannot be bounded, which again 
is a contracriction. 
Claim 4. If alph(*‘Q))n alph(rj2(F)) # 0, then jl - j2 is divisible by n. 
Proof ef CMm! 4. Suppose 
;,lph(&(P)) n alph(&@)) + 0 
for SOIW jl> j2 such that fg does not divide jI - jz. Then alsn 
alph(Tri (p)) n alph(r’i+‘l-iz(P)) # 0 ( 2) 
for all I: 2j2. Let OGur+ l l < ut < ns be exactly all the residue classes module ns 
represebrted by the numbers ro, rl, . . . . If t # s then (cf. Claim 3) the subszyucnce 
E(F@, m + rn)) is either “denser” or ’ sparser” in E(F’) t an it is in .W). So t = s. 
lEly(2)wesee~that,foralli=l,...,sandallk~O,thereisani’~~1,....s}such 
that 
Let the index of this nslation be k We first show that h divides ,s, This is certainly 
true if h = 1. Assume h > 1 and let U, u’ E (~1,. . . , u,} be representatives of two 
disjoint> equivalence classes of - . For each er - u owe see tha.t 
u+tc’--sa = k(jI-j+u’ (mob ws). 
for some k 2 0 whence, by (3) and the definition of - , we see further that 
o)+u’-u--u” (modrts), 
where u”- u’. Similarly for each v’- u’ we see that 
v’+u-ul=v” (mod@, 
where v”- U. Thus the equivalence classes of - represented by u and u ’ hl c; of 
equal cardinality. Since u and u’ were arbitrary, we see that h divides s. 
Let (VI,. ‘ . , tr,/h) with vi < l l l < 2r,/h be some equivalence class of - . Define 
I=min{Vi+l-ViIi=l,...,S/h-1) 
We show that, for i = 1,. . . , s/h - 1, 
Suppose contrary to this that ’ there is a number i” E (1, . . . , s/h - l} such that 
C’i’+1 - vi’> 2. Let i be an integer sach that vi+1 - Vi = 1. Then for some k a 0 
v-s= k( jl- jz)+ vi I (mod FZS) 
and 
;ti -+l=k(j~-jz)+vi+l==k(jl-j2)+vi+l (modns), 
whence 
This is a contradiction becatlf;e vit + 1 c tii+ Consequently, (4) holds true: In a 
similar fashion we can show that Q+ ns - z&/h = 1. This implies that I = nh. By (3), 
for some i # 1, 
jl - j2 3 vi - vl (mod ns). 
ansequently, after all n dividles j:. - jz. This contradiction completes the proof OS 
Claim 4. 
A segment xi = a’(a), ~2~ . ,, . , xl = a’+‘-1 (a) of E(p) is called isomorphic ifi 
Xn , . . . , xi are paiwise isomorphic, x1 is not isomorphic to cr’-‘(ar) (or else i = 0), 
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and XI is not isomorphic to &+‘((Y). Isomorphic segments of E(F’) are defined in the 
same wa;y. 
As noted before, each isomorphic segment of E(F) (resp. E(F’)) is obtained from 
some isomorphic segment of E(F’) (resp. E(F)) by a permutation of terms. Since 
the terms of an isomorphic segment of E(F) (resp. E($‘)) are in disjoint alphabets, 
we see that each isomorphic segment of E(F) (resp. E(F’)) is an isomorphic ir,l;jge 
of some isomorphic seg:,ment of E(p’) (resp. E(F)). Thus, for each isomorphic 
segment of E(F) we have an komorphism. If all these isomorphisms are restrictic,ns 
of a single isomorphism e + e ‘, we can easily proceed to finish our proof. There- 
fore, let us suppose that this is not the case and derive a contradiction. 
So there are: isomorphic segments rl and & of E(1”) such that the corresponding 
isomorphisms y1 and y2 are not restrictions of a single isomorphkm. This means 
that y1 u y2 is not a mapping and/or yF1 u yzl is not a mapping. Without loss of 
generality, WC assume that yr’ u r;’ is not a mapping. (Note that we can consider, 
if necessary, E(p’) instead of E(F) bec.quse the properties of E(F) used in the 
sequel are also possessed by E(F’) Dy Claims 2-4.) 
Thus for some letters a and b!, a appearing in some word 
ailn+jl(ly), OGjl< y2 - 1, 
in & sir& b appearing in some wlord 
~~,~+‘~(a), 0Sj2C n - 1, 
in &, we have a # b and yl(a):= yz(b) = c. Since y1 and y2 are induced by permu- 
tations of terms which replace in E(F) both a and 6 with c, Claim 4 implies that 
jl = j2. Let c appear in the words &n+‘3(~) and aian % (a) ef I-‘1 and r2, x dspectively. 
Then j3 ‘= jd and i3 - iI = id - i2 because an isomorphic segment can contain at most 
max{ca?‘d(2), card(Y)} < 4 yt terms. So we conclude that c is derived in the same 
number of steps from both a and b according :o I? . 
If now b would occur in some word of Fl, it would have to be rhe word (~‘~~+‘~(a), 
and then rI would not be isomorphic. Hence, no word of I’1 crrntains occurrences 
of b. Sinilar!y, no word of I’2 contains occurrences ot a. 
A more accurate (description of the situation is as follows. ‘We have three 
sequence’s of letters appearing in words of rl and I-‘?, namely, a 1, a2, . . . ; 
h, h, . . ; cl, ~2,. . .v such that a I# bl, a2 # 62, . . . , and Q;, = a, bj, = 6. rjz = c fo1 
some jI, j+ 1 and, furthermore, 
&Ji+l) = ai, a(bi+l) = bi, 
g(Ci)= Ci+l, u(al)= cr(bl)= cl_ 
Mores~~er, none of the letters a 1 j m, , . . (resp. b,, b2, . . .) apptxm in words of 
(resp. i 71)e 
Consider now the permutations I& and I& on r, and & inducin 
respectively. In l&(rI) some letter Gi is seen to erive directly a kt~ 
- -. 15.6 I- ‘ k. &lik ctd. i - 
&au$e tlk subk$ment of & consisting of all words containing occurrences of 
c142,*.. is by Z& moved to the left en bloc (and possibly permuted). Since a simi!ar 
mapping isaffected by lT2, we see that cl cannot occur in ‘;5ie last word of I?&) 
and erl; appears in some word of &(r2). Thus ad, appears in scme word of &, a 
contradiction. 
We can now easily proceed to finish the proof. 
~Ikcause E(p) is isomorphic to E(p), there is an interpretation Fi fo E’ (and 
hence ‘also of F’)- such that E(R’l) SF(F). Hence, there is an interpretation 
F&z, m + rn) .og -F’(n, m + m) such that 
E(Fl(n, m + m)) = E (F(n; m + rn )). 
By symmetry, there is an interpretation Fl(n, m + r’n) of F(n, m + r’n) such &at 
E(&(n, m + r’n)t) = E(F’(n, m.+ r’n)) 
for some I’. Theorem 3.4 now follows when we note that F(n, m) and F’(n, m) are 
strict (by Lemma 3.3), and apply Theorem 3.1 to F(n, m’) and F’(n, m’), where 
m’=m+nmax{r,r’). Cl 
Tf~~em 3.5. Let Fand F’ be form equivalent PDOL fiprms. 27zen the sequences E(F) 
and E(F’) are ultimately isomorphic. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, thie sequences E(F(n, m)) and E(F’(n, m)) are ultimately 
isomorphic for all m = 0,. . . ) n - 1, provided n is fixed to be sufficiently large. Let 
the isomorphisms in question be (pi, i = 0, . . . , n - 1.. If they are restrictions of a 
single isomorphism, we are through. Otherwise, we derive a contradiction by 
coasidering a different decomposition as follows. 
Assume that ~0,. . . , Q~-~ are not coherently defined, i.e., there are numbers ml 
and m2, ml f m2, and a letter b such that Q,,&) # Q,,,~( b) and, furthermore, that b 
appears in infinitely many words hil”+ml(w), hbn”m+v), . . . , as well as in infinitely 
many words hjl’@+-(w), h@+%(w), . . ; . We choose now a sufficiently large 
numbr;r 
i,n+mpm (mod m), 
and conclude by Theorem 3.4 that the sequences E(F(nl, m)) and E(F’(nl. m)) are 
ultimately ismorphic for m = 0, . . . ,, n1 - 1. Finally, choosing m in such a way that 
& +m.l zz m (mod nl) we end up im a contradiction. El 
L We have not tried in the arguments above to get a good upper bound for 
the number io such that L?(F) and E(F) become isomorphic after io initial terms, 
The reason for this is that in t13e next section we show that the “initial mess” can be 
removed entirely. 
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4. Further consequences of form equivalence 
We shall establish in this section two important lemmas. The first one provides a 
method of strengthening the result of ultimate isomorphism obtained in the pre- 
vious section to (full) isomorphism. The second one analyzes further the mutual 
structure of the two homomorphisms of two form equivalent PDOL forms. It turns 
out that, after some “initial mess” which now cannot be removed, the two 
homomorphisms beco.me identical. Thus, there may be some “bad” letters appear- 
ing in th initial part of the sequences but, for all letters appearing later on, the two 
homomorphisms are identical. 
Lomma 4.1. Assume that ,F and F’ are T”DOL forms satisfying each of the following 
conditions (i)-(iii). 
(i) L(F) = L(F’) and this language contains words of at least two different lengths, 
(ii) E(F) and E(F’) are not isomorphic, 
(iii) the sequences obtained from E(F) and E (F’) by removing all words of the 
s.hortest length are isomorphic. 
Then F and F’ are not form equivalent. 
Proof. We divide E(F) and E(F’) into segments in such a way that each segment 
consists of all words of a particular length. Thus, the segment of the shortest words 
comes first, then the segment of the words of the next length, etc. Because 
L(F) = L(F’), each segment of E(F) is a permutation of the corresponding segment 
of E(F’). (If F and F’ are finite, the iast segments of E(F) and E(F) contain 
repetiLions. However, the collection of words appearing in the last segments is the 
same in both sequences.) If one of the systems is strict, then each segment consists 
of one word only. 
In what follows, we speak of the First Segment (of either E{.FIl or E(F’)) and of 
the Remaini:ig Segments. The meaning of this terminology should be clear. 
We know that the sequences formed by the Remaining Segments of E(F) and 
E(F’) are isomorphic but the whole sequences E(F) and E(F) arc not isomorphic. 
The isomorphisr,; breaks down in the First Segments for one of two possible 
reasons :
(a) A kttzr LZ not occurring in the Remaining Segments occurs in two positions in 
the First Segment of E(F), and the letters in the corresponding two positions in 
E(F’) are, different . 
(b) M letter a occurs in the Remaining Segments of E(F) and also iq tk First 
Segmer,t of E(F). However, the letters occurring in the corresponding two posi- 
tions of E(F’) are different. 
Note that, by the assumption L(F)= L(F’), also the First Segments in both E(F) 
and E(Y) are of the same length and consist of words of the same length. Thus, we 
may sy =ak of “corresponding positions”. We shall treat t e two oases, (a) and bb), 
separately. We shall show that in case (b) Z(F) # 9(-F’), as desired. Case (a) turns 
out to be impossible. 
ak 
1 bl 
. . . 
br 
Fig. 1. 
Since L(F) = L(F), the ith when in the I’$% segment of E(F’) must look as 
shown in Fig. 2, where the a’s aad VP forrr;. a permutation of the original a’s and 
b’s, rwpect~vely. ’ 
ai1 
. 
. 
Fig. 2. 
Assume now that some of4he ietters a I, . l . , a&, say a, appears also in the i’h 
cofumn, j/ # i, in E(F), and that ,the letter appearing in the same position in the ith 
eelumn of E(F) is different from ak We choose a~ ow a, the first letter in the ith 
&umn with this proprty. Above this a, in the j”‘ column cf E(F), none of the 
fetters n ~,-=,ak,h,-.., bi occurs. (If ame ietter b would occur, then at would 
=ur allso in the Remaining Segments. If some letter a would occur,, say a,, tkm 
the Ieti2r in the same position in the j” column of E(F) w&d be ai,, by our choice 
ok,* EM thea also the letter in the i’& column of E(F’) corresponding to at would 
&a& #T ,- I ;+ . ” 
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Since columns1 i and j of E(F) have a common letter •7~ not occurring in the 
Remaining Segments, columns i and j of E(F) must also have such a letter. Let nis 
be the topmost among such letters. The situation can now be depicted as in Fig. 3. 
Here in the jfh column of E(F) above a, (resp. of E(F’) above ai,) no letters of the 
ith column of E(F) (resp. E(F’)) appear. However, the ith and jth columns (of the 
First Segments) of E(F) a.nd E(F’) must contain 
(i) c.qually many common letters not appearing in the Remaining Segments, and 
(ii) equally many occurrences of common letters also appearing in the Rematn- 
ing Segments. 
F F’ 
i 
a1 
. 
. . 
i 
at 
i i 
ai, 
. . 
ak 
bl 
. 
. 
. 
ak 
aik 
bi, U’s 
. 
Fig. 3. 
These conlitaons are satisfied only if i, = i, and the letter air = Cril occurs in the 
same position as a,. This contradiction shows that Case (a) never occurs. 
Case (b). We begin by renaming the letters of I;’ appearing in the Remaining 
Segments in> such a way that, apart from the First Segments, E(F) and E(F’) 
become identicrll. Thus, this renaming does not affect any of the 1e:t:ers appearing 
only in the First Segments. Hc:.wever, we may not after this renaming any more 
assume that L(F) = E(F’). Clearly, the renaming does not affect the language family 
LZ(F’). 
Accorxiing to the hypothesis of Case (b) some letter ~~ occurs in both the First 
Segment and in the Remaining Se:gments of E(F). However, the letter a ; occurring 
in the corresponding position in the First Segment of E(P) dif?ers from a 1. (We still 
call the second form F’ although we have made the renaming indicated.) If the 
occurrexe of aI (resp. a[) we are considering is not in the last word of the First 
Segmegtt, we denote by a2, . . . , al (resp. ai, . . . , a,‘) +s subseqtiznt letters in the 
same c;)lumn in the First Segment. Thus, in F (resp. F’) we have the productions 
ai+ai+a (resp. L?~+iY~+l) i=l,. . - ,l-l- 
repcats: inF whenever al-~ccum However, the fotlowing situation might occur on 
the: borckrline between two segments although the chain (1) is-common for both F 
&and F’ {s* 5& -4 4). Thus, although E(F) and E(F’) ares identical, [at least from the 
border);~! 38 L tight generate %\ .;dieerent : occurrence of ’ ai+ 1 according to F than 
a&or&n~~to F’. -Of course, such a situation is not possiblie within one segment. The 
following Claim i shows that if such a situation occurs then F and F’ cannot be 
form equivalent. 
-- 
01 41 
. . 
. . 
. . 
border between 
ai+tl l l l G+l G-t-1 l l * ai+i 
two segments 
. 
. 
. 
al 
. 
. 
. 
al 
Fig. 4. 
cl’larim 1, Consider some letter a in the last word of some segment of E (F) ,(not neces- 
sarily the First Segment) which occurs also later in E(F). Hence, after this word the 
sequences E(F) and E(F’) are identical. Let b be the tetter occurring in the same 
position in E(F’) and assume it occurs also later on in E(F). (Possibly a = b.) If an 
uccurrewe of a letter c in the next word is generated by b according to F’ but is not 
generated by a accoid&g to 17 then F and F’ are not form equivalent. 
lproot & Cis&n 1. The situation can be depicted as shown in Fig. 5. 
F F’ 
a b 
* 
-+T .(! 
Fig. 5. 
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Let US denote by .Sl (resp. Sz) the segment of E(F) immediate!y above (resp. 
below) the border line. 
We now consider the following interpretation F1 of F. We assume first that & is 
IIOX the last segment of E(F). After the segment 5’2, the sequence E(F1) coincides 
with E(F). In the segment Sz, the sequence E(FI) is obtained fron E(F) by making 
all letters distinct and providing them with a bar in the column determined by the 
parti4ar occurrence of c we are considering. Other columns are as in E(F). Before 
the segment Sz, E(Fi) is obtained from E(F) by making all the ancestors of this 
particular column distinct. It is immediate that we can construct such an inter- 
pretation F1 0: F. 
Assume that there is an interpretation F{ of F’ with L(F[) = L(&). Consider the 
letter bl occurring in the last word of Si in E(Fi) in the position of b. It must 
generate in Fi a word whose one letter is marked with a bar. However, the letter a 
occurs in the column determined by 61 in segment SI of E(FI) lbecause L(F[)= 
L(&)). This implies that hi occurs also iater on in E(F;). (Note that it is not 
possible that the bars wculd destroy the other occurrences of the letter a. If a 
occurs in E(P) in the column which is going to be barred, then it: is recursia e and, 
thus, occurs alsti later on.) This second occurrence of bl certainly generates barred 
letters in a wrong position. ‘l’nis shows that Fi does not exist and. hence, F and k ’ 
are net. form equivalent. 
We have assumed above that S2 is not the last segment. Tf it is (and, 
consequently, we are dealing with finite forms), the argument above has to be 
sligntly modified. E;ve:ything still works in the same way if the second occurrence of 
a lies outside the crucial column. So assume it is in the column. Then we construct-a 
new Fl as follows. The length of Sz in E(F) before repetitions is, say. q. In the first q 
words of s’z in E(Fl) the column starting with c is marked with bz:rs, but no bars 
come afterwards in this column. In the next 24 words some other colur?n is marked 
with double bars. After this, E(F1) coincides with the original E(F). (The ancestof s 
of the barred woiumns are all chosen to be distinct, to make the operation possible.) 
When consideriug a possible candidate F{, we can now derive a. contradiction by 
noticing thst L(F;) must contain a word with both a barred and double-barred 
letter. 
Havitlg completed the proof of Claim 1. we now return to the main argument. 
Consider again the letters a 1, . . . , al and n I, . - . , a;. We assume now without loss 
of generality that no letter appears above al in E(F) (in the same column) which 
also zeppears in the Remaining Segments. (For we may choose originally a E to be 
the highest letter with the required properties. By Claim 1, above this letter there 
can be no letter a occurring also in the R.emaining Segments such that a occurs in 
the corresponding position in the First Segment of E (F’).) Since the letters appew 
ing c)rrly in the First Segment a:-c not changed by the renaming, and the hnguagcs 
were originally equal, we conclude that above a; there is IIO Mer x also 
++@ s ‘, K, i54lik *et al. 
*- c 4 
ap&mx-@the Reinaining Segments. Thus, we have the situation of Fig. 6, where 
none of the letters ci and cl appears iri the Remaining Segments. 
i 
F’: c; 
. 
. 
. 
4 
4 
. 
. 
. 
4 
Fig. 6. 
By our assumption, al occurs in E(F) also in the Remaining Segments. Then the 
chain (1) repeats with this occurrence (possibly crossing from one segment to 
another). We denote by L7 the whole chain in the Remaining Segments containing 
(I), i.e., (1) is extended in both directions-until branching occurs. (Possibly, D is 
infmite.) Let D’ be the sequence of letters in E(F), positionwise match\ing the 
letters of D. By Claim 1, D’ forms a chain n-r E(F’), i.e., each letter generates the 
next one. (Otherwise, F and F’ are not form equivalent lvhich is our final gsal.) D 
and D’ are identical. 
Using the fact that the original languages, before renaming, were identical, we 
now conclude that ai, . . . , ai occur in D’. (For denote by F the original system 
from which F’ results by renaming. Let dl, . . . , ifi be the IetIers in E(F) in the First 
Segments in the positions of a 1, . . . , al, Thus, ai results from izi by renaming. 
Because L(F) = L(F), each & must occur among al, . . . , aI. Hc;nce they occur also 
in D. Using again the equation L(F) = L(&, we see that e:3ch ds occurs in b of F 
corresponding in D. But this implies that each a; occur:; in D’.) Consequently, 
4 , . . . , a; occur in D. This implies that it iis not possible that both of the following 
conditions hold: al # aj’ and al derives in F a word of length 2% (whence, by Claim 
1, ai derives in F’ a word of length 32). 
Therefore, we must have either al = af, or else both al and ai derive the word of 
length 1 which must be the same word (by Claim 1 and because the sequences are 
identical after the First Segment]. Thus, there exists a number r, 1 <r G J, and a 
letter c such that a, # ai and a, => c as well ;N a; -+ c. (It is ,possible that c is one of 
the letters a, and a:.) 
Since now both ar and ai occur in 0, we obtain (using productions common to F 
and P’) one of the derivations 
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or 
* 
a;=+c-ia,*c, 
where neither a, nor a: occurs in the part marked by -h,. 
Let us call a letter “stable” iff it derives itself in a positive number of steps. The 
above derivations indicate that exactly one of the letters ar and u; is stablc. Since 
the st&iIity of a letter is invariant under renaming, there must, on the other hand, 
be equally many stable letters among a ;, . . . , a; as there are among a I a . . . , aI. This 
contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 173 
The second lemma in this section 
question of how two form equivalent 
lemma we need some definitions. 
Consider tm*- PDOL forms F = (22, 
E(F’). We divide the letters of C into 
give% further infarmatlon cor.cerning the 
PDO’, forms can differ. Before stating the 
w, tt) and F’ = (E, w, h’) su?, that E(F)= 
“good” and “bad” as follows. Consider an 
arbitrary word wi in the se?laence E(F) = E(F). Decomp:xe ~9~ = x Ix2 . l . .Q. 
I&j)> I, in such a way that, for each xi, bt (xi)= h’(xj), whereas h (x,‘) # h’(xl) for 
each proper initial subwcrd xi of Xi. (This implies that h&J) f /I’@;) also for each 
proper Enal subword xi of xp) A letter a is bad (with respect o the pair (FI F’)) if it 
occurs iw some wi in some .q with ig(Xj)32. Otherwise (i.e., if there is no word w, 
in the sequence such that a occurs in some factor of wj of length 32), a is good. 
Thus, the condition h(a)+ h’(a) immediately implies that Q is bad. However, a 
can be bad although h(a)= h’(a), for instance, if C = {a, 6, c, d), w = bat, and h and 
h’ are defined by 
h:a+d,b+d”,c+d,d+dZ, 
I,“: a + d, b + d, c -+ d’, d -+ d2. 
Qne can also say that a is good iff, whenever it occurs in the sequence E(F) = 
E(F’), it genera&es the same subword (including position) of the next word accord- 
ing to ioth F and F’. 
Lemma 4.2, Assume that F and F’ are PDOL forms with E(F) = E(F’). If some baa’ 
lejter OCCURS twice in rhe seytirncti Et F), tkrr F .tnd F’ are :lof fowl equiuaient. 
Prsaf. As in the proof of the previous lemma, WC speak of s,egmt nts of E(F). 
consider an arbitrary occurrence of a bad letter (I in it occurs in 
the \rc:xrrl -,Q. By the definition of a bad letter, the n 
E(F) I; longer than I++. Thus, wi is the last war 
first w(_trd of the next segment Sz. 
I&’ ; K. &lik &t.al. 
Asmnit that Q occurs in wi in the subword x (cf. the definition of a bad letter). 
*%%‘ithout l ss of generality, we assume that a is not the first letter of X. (The case of a 
being the first letter is treated symmetrically, by reading words from right to left.) 
Thus, we have 
and one of the words h(al l 9 l ak) and h’(al l * l ak) is a proper initial subword of 
the other. Without loss of generality (by interchanging the systems if necessary), we 
assume that h’(al - l . &&) is a proper initial subword of h(al l l l a& ). 
Assume now that B occurs also somewhere lse in E(F). We distinguish several 
cases (according to where the second occurrence of a is), and show in each case that 
F and F’ cannot be form equivalent. Note also that we dan’t know that the second 
occurrence of a would be one “exhibiting badness”: it may very well be that the 
second occurrence generates exactly the same subword in the next word according 
to both systems. This can of course happen only if h(u)= h’(a). 
Case (1). a occurs in wi, j > i. 
Subcw (la). a occurs somewhere lse than in the subword of w,+l generated by 
(the occurrence we are considering <*f) 41 l l l ak in wi according to E 
We consider the following interpretation Fl of F. Aftor the word Wi+l, the 
sequence E(Fl) coincides with E(P). The (i+ l)th wordi say q+l, in E(Fl) is 
obtained from wi+l by providing the part h(al l l l ak) with boars. The jth word ai in 
E(Fl) is obtained from wi by providing the part al l l l ak with primes. The words in 
E(Fl) preceding ai have their alphablets disjoint from the alphabets of the words q- 
with j 2 i. Thus, the two occurrences of a we are considering remain unaltered also 
in E(F& 
Assume that F; 4 F’ exists such tihat L(Fi) = L(F1). Then ai (resp. tyi+l) occurs 
somewhere in the segment corresponding to S1 (resp. S2). This implies that the 
letter a generates according to Fi (possibly in more than one step) a word with 
some barred letters. Considering the second occurrence of a, we infer that L(Fi) 
contains two words with barred IetPers, a contradiction. (In case S2 is the last 
segment, we need a slight modification of this argument because we don’t know 
that the two words with barred letters are different. However, this can be taken care 
c,f in exactly the same way as in the proof of the corresponding case in Claim 1 of 
Lemma 4.1.) 
SuJbcase (lb). a OCCURS in the subword h(al * l l ak) of Wi+ _. In this case, we may 
assume that this occurrence 01 a is not generated by the occurrence of a&l = a 
-r-ding to the system F’. (For if this is the case, then a is recursive and occurs 
also later on, and so we are back in Subcase (la).) 
We now proceed as in Subcase (la) except that in &i--l we Ilet the occurrence of ca 
as it is, and provide only the other letters of h(a, 9 l l ak) with bars. 
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In the same *way as above, we infer that F and _F’ cannot be form equivalent, 
Case (2). a occurs in wi (for a second time). 
Subcase (2a). a occurs outside x, i.e., in u1 or Us. TF-ri,\ oasc ‘- P wx~ii. exactly as 
Subcase (la). When considering a possible candidate F,‘, it is :ic.:ii that the second 
occurrexe of a generates bars in a wrong position in :4m y vt rd in segment S?,. (In 
the whole Case (2), no special considerations are n ed ‘1’ f S2 is the last 
segment .) 
Subcase (2b). One of the letters &.+2, . . . , ak + 
place if 
, a. In the first 
we can argue as in Subcase (2aj. Thus, assume that 
(This means that the contributions of the two occurrences <)I’ a according to F’ lie 
within h (al l l 9 uk).) 
we now construct an interpretation F1 of F as follows. Denote again the words 
of the ct.quence E(F1) by cub For J’ > i + 1, cui = wj. The war-d cy,+ 1 is obtained from 
Wi+l by replacing (the particular occurrence we are considering of) /z (al . - - ok) 
with P sequence of Ig(h(ul l l l ak)) of distinr; new letters. The ancestors of this 
sequence in ai, i G i, are all made distinct; otherwise cy, equals w,. In particular, the 
two occurrences of a in Wi (a = ak-t-1 and a = ak+r) occur also in cy,. 
There can be no interpretation F,’ of F’ with L(FI) = L(F,). This follows because 
according to F{ the contributions of the two occurrences of a must be equal in all 
words in tht segment S2. Hence, ai+ is not in L(FI). 
Subcase (2~). One of the letters al, . . . , ak equals a. If a = n, with j > 1, we are 
back in Subcase (2b). So assume a = al. If I > I, we are again back in Suhcase (2b) 
(by reading words from right to leftj. So assume I = 1. Thus we have x = ~y’ti. 
Conseq\lently, y is not empty and h(a) # h’(a). Without loss of generality, assume 
that h(r) i$ rL proper initial subword of h’i’a). This means that 1?‘(y) lies properly in 
ihe mid& of h(y). 
The inferpretation F1 of F is now constructed in such a way that LY, t 1 results from 
wi+r by providing every letter of h(y) with a bar. After w, + 1, the sequences E(F,) 
and E(P) are again identical. Before w,+~, the ancestor!; of II(_V) are modified: 
otherwi!;e the words aj are as wj. In particular, the two occurrcrlccs of n in MI, 
remain ‘:here also in (Yi. 
Agair,, there can be no interpretation I-‘,’ af F’ such :imat Lf F‘:) = L(F, ). This 
follows Oecause if cx i+l occurs in segment S2 of E(F;), then the two occurrences of a 
in the previous segment must generate bars in a wrong position. 
Case l(3). a occurs in some wi with i < i. Note first that we cannot reduce this case 
to Case (1) simply by inter&a g the two occurrences of a because t 
rence cp a in Wj might not ‘“ex it badnsss”. I-Iowevcr, we can argcc as fcaliow(_;. 
I& j -/- -I * \i- (‘; - ( _I ‘;. JK L Z?ul& er da _ , 
/I_ . 
: --- ,Y 
: . j”. _i ‘  
In. the -fiist.iplace, lif the letter a in We is not an ancestor of a.ny of the letters 
a1 , . . . , a& (in t&+wtkdu occurrem% of al,. . . , aa we are considering), then our 
“6 ” us~@~:tr@kAA -works:-: we :pbrovide.. h (~1 l ,* l a&), in M++~ - with bars. .This. can .be done 
~~~~it...t~~~~,~ &&&en@ >of (a ‘in\any way. . . \ 
-;~~~~~~..~~~~igt:~~~‘a.~in” W@:&&hS One Of the letters-al, . A , ak, Say &, in Wis 
-k&i td&knk~~;:t~ be.our b~d’letterI Since the,occurrence of a in wi (a = @k+l) must 
- als~-&ne&~ & (in some Positive number of steps), we are back in Case (1 j for a, 
ami conch&z~ that R an&F’ are not form equiva!ent. (Note that if t = 1, then we 
have to read again words from *right to left.) 
We have exhausted all cases and, hence, Lemma. 4.2 follows. El 
It is a consequence of Lemma 4.2 that in form equivalent forms no ancestor of a 
bad Ietter can occur twice. Such an ancestor may itself be good as, for instance, the 
letter a in the fast example in Section 2. 
We are going to comsider separately in this section some facts concerning finite 
PDOL forms. We need in this case a separate argument because our proof in 
Section 3 assumes that the forms are infinite. The most simple finite forms (unsry 
constant-length forms) constitute an exceptional case in our main results. 
It should be emphasized at this point that problems dealing with finite forms are 
sometimes rather tricky, even from the point of view of decidability. In fact, the 
decidability of the form equivalence was open for quite a long time. This is no 
wonder because finite forms generate infinite language families. The family 2’(F) 
generated by a finite J?DOL form F contains languages of any finite cardinality 
acard(L(F)). Even for some simple examples, for instance, for the form F with the 
axiom ab and productions a -, b, b + c, c + a, it is sometimes difficult to see (at least 
directly, without the tools developed below) whether a particular PDOL language is 
in de(F). 
In Section 2 we already gave an example of two unary constant-length forms Fl 
and F, such that Z’(Fl) = 6ip(Fz) but Fl and F2 are not sequence quivalent, and the 
sequences E(F’l) and E(F’;J are not even ultimately isomorphic. The forms Ft and 
F2 given in Section 2 were over the alphabet {a, b). Similar examples can be given 
for any -1 ,.phabet with cardinality at least 2. 
A general example consists of tjvo forms Fl and 1’;; with axiom a1 and pra- 
ductions 
Fl:a+a2, az+as,. . . , an-pa,, an+‘ak, 
F2:al+a2, az-+a3 ,..., aq-+a,,,a,+al, 
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Since unary constant-length forms constitute the only exceptional case for our 
results, we summarize the facts concerning unary constant-length forms in the 
following theorem. The prool cf the theorem is immediate anJ omitted. 
Theorem 5.1. The family Z(F) generated by a unarv co1 Istant-length form F consists 
of all languages i with finite cardinality acard( such tkcrt every word in L is of 
length one. l’k form equivalence oj two unary constan t-length forms F, md F7 
implies neither their sequence equivalence nor the ultimate isomorphism of E(F, j and 
E(Fz). Both form and sequence equivalence are decid- ble for unary constant-length 
f arms. 
We now proceed to the gencrcl case of finite PDOL forms. Because Lemmzb 4.1 
and 4.2 are valid in the finite case as well, it suffices for our purposes to prove the 
following results concerning constant-length forms. 
Lemma 5 ‘2. If F and F’ are two forrr, equivalent non-unary constant-length POOL 
forms, thert t:le sequences E(F) and Ei[F’) are isomorphic. 
Proofc Assume that F and F’ are of constant length k. We show first that it suffices 
to consider the case k = 2. Indeed, assume that we have established the lemma for 
PDOL forms of cor,stant length 2, and consider arbitrary forms F and F’ of constant 
length k > 2. For any distinct numbers i and j, 1 G i, j < k, we denote by F(i, j) the 
PDOL form obtained from F by considering only the ith and jth column in the 
sequence E(F). If now F and F’ are form equivalent, then so are F(i, j) and F’(i, j), 
for any i and j. This implies by our assump5on that E(F(i. j)) and E(F’(i, j)) are 
isomorphic, for any i and j. But this is clearly possible only if E(F) and E(F’) are 
isomorphic. 
Thus, assu:ne that F1 and F2 are form equivale,lt PDOL forms with constant 
length 2. Bjr I’heorem 3.2, we may assume that L(&) = L(Fz). For 1 s i, j s 2, we 
denote by F/ the (unary constant-length) PD0L form obtained from F7: by taking 
the jth co”lumn of letters. The sequences E(F/) are ultimately periodic. We use the 
terms “iGal mess” and “period” in connection with these seqtiences m an obvious 
way. We also define, for k = 1,2, . . . , S/(k)= {a ( a OCCWS as the j’” letrer in exactly 
k distinct words of L.(k;l:)}. Then the Eollowing equations, valid for each k, are an 
immedirite consequence of the fact L,(F1) = L(Fz): 
~&AP?!rg ” -\- v bT = ixd(S: (k)), ‘ \‘b I/ cardiSf(k )) = card( 
card(Sl(k)n S:(k)) = card(S:(k)n Si(k )). 
We denote further Si = L)k S/(k ). 
We distinguish now two cases, epending on whet 
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Case (1). S: n S: = 8. Thus, the two columns of Fl have no common letters. By (1) 
the same holds true with respect o F’z. Let pi (resp. & be the number of Betters 32 
the period (resp. initial mess) of E(F/). Clearly, for j = 1,2 
p1+4$+1”pJ+qi. 
We claim that9 for j = 1,2, pi = pi. To prove this, assume, for &stance, that 
p:<p:* 
We construct an interpretiation Fl of & as follows. For some large number 
card($) = card(S:(?)) = 4: + rp:, 
whereas in the first column of & exactly the letters of E(F:) occur. Thus, 
card(L(pi)) = 4: + IT:, 
(2) 
93) 
r 
whereas in the first column some letters occur in r distinct words of L(Fl). Because 
of (3), it is not possible to panstruct an interpretation of & generating a language 
with these properties (provided r is large enough). H:ence, we conclude that pi = pi, 
whence by (2), 4; = qi, for j = 1,2. This together with the hypothesis of Case (1) 
shows that E(EI) and E(.&) are isomorphic. 
Case (2). S: n Sf # 8. Thus, there are common letters in the two columns of 
E(F1). By (l), the same holds true with respect o the two columns of E(&). Since 
we are dealing with PDOL systems, there are coNmmon letters in the periods.. 
Consequr;ntly,  : = pf and pi = pz. We denote these two numbers imply by p1 and 
~2. T!len pl (resp. ~2) is aiiso the length of the period in the whole sequence E(Fl) 
(resp. E(&)). Denote by q1 (resp. 42) the length of r!he initial mess of E(.&) (resp. 
E(Q). (Note that among the q1 first words in E(F,) periodic: ic;:ters may already 
occur in one of the columns but not in both.) Because L(F1)= L(.F’l), we have 
q1+p1 =qz-W3_. 
I% pi c p2, we comtxucl an interpretation of Fl generating a language, wh.ere 
exactly p1 words contain letters appearing in both columns. It is not possible to 
generzk such a language by an interpretation of 1T2. Hence, p1 =p2 and, 
consequently, qr = q2. 
analyze further the initial mess in E(Fl) and E(a’;;), i.e., the q1 = q2 first 
. Iw these words, letters of the following three types may occur. 
fi) Letters appearing in one column only. Let ui be the number of such letters 
appearing in the j” column oi Fi. 
Letters appearing in both columns but not in the periodic part. Let ti be the 
eraiity, we assume 
(Note that letter5 of types (i) and (ii) are all distinct, whnch is nc~t ntxessaril-l (rut 
with respect to letters of type (iii): the period may rtz3ea.i itself ,tveral timal(s m the 
second column before it starts repeating in the first column.) 
It is now easy to conclude by (1) that 
In what follows, we drop from thL numbers the: iawer indices. We must still show 
that the periodic shift between the two columns must be the same in boih systems. 
This is indeed necessarily the case if t > 0. In this case our recu!ts above suffice to 
establish the isomorphism betwet:n E(F1) and E(F2). Thus, we assome t L--- 0. The 
structure of the two columr:q ir E(F1) andl E(F2) can now be. vkwed Jiagram- 
matically as shown in Fig. 7. 
u’ 
i 
P 
{ 
Fig. 7. 
Let al,. . . , up be the letters in the period. .- Assume that (in lx-,!h systems) the 
period is entered in the first column with the letter a I. (This can a!ways be affected 
with a possib. id renaming in F2.) Assume tAat in Fj in the second column the 
period is entered with thz letter a,,, i = 1, 2. If cyl =: cy’, E(F1) and E$,) arc isor 
morphic. We shall prove that cy 1 # a_ 3 will lezd to ;1 conQr;~clictic~n wish form 
equivaknce. 
In what follow;, all additions with the indices 1, . . . . p arc carried out module p. 
Denote &yl i I = i, a!2 + r = j. Thus, ai (resp. ~1,) is the letter in the second column of 
E(Fl) (rbdsp. 3(F2)) adjacent to al in the poslt~~ where t4t” period starts in the first 
column {after u ’ = q initial terms). 
If i = 1 and j # 1 then F1 and Fg are not form equiq*Talent. This ioik~s because 
L(Fl), wqich contains words of the form lz’, capnot ke generated by an iratxr- 
pretatiorl of F2. The same holds true if i # 1 and j = 1. T us, % t‘ 21;~Gnlt’ i, j f I :wd 
i # j. (Th k implies that p 3 3.) 
Consitier now the following interpretation F( of F1. The sequ:xac~ P“{“_,‘) is; ~ix:~ 
in Fig, 8 e prove that L(F;) cannot be generated by ant i;ikq31 tlkatio~r FJ :~f F -. 
The bask idea is that the letter e forces the way in which the peri& is entered, an 
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&+l a2i 
. . . . . . 
ai -pa2i-14-p 
Fig. 8. 
Consider now the sequence E(Fi). We try to determine in what order the abovs 
words appear in E(Fi). First of all, E(F’i) must begin with some permutation of the 
words b,c,. Otherwise, the letter e would generate (in some number of steps) 
some of the c’s. Consequently, this c would appear also in the left column which is 
impossible. 
The letters Q~+~, . , . , t122~-1 are the only ones appearing exactly twice in the right 
column in diRerent words. This implies that they must each appear somewhere in 
the period and immediately before the period. Thus, the sequence must look as 
shown in Fig. 9. 
p words 
Fig. 9. 
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The word &e cannot occur in the periodic part, because dl does not occur in the 
right column Thus, die must occur in the first blank space. Ksw BQ2i-l must occur 
immediately before the period because, otherwise, e would generate some d’s to the 
right c&mn. 
We have shown that the two occurrences of e must be in exactly the same 
positions as they are in the original sequence, and this concludes the proof. •J 
6. Form equivalence and sequence equivalence, ~es~~~~~~~~y 
Having established all the necessary tools, we can now proceed to our main 
result. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume that Fand F’ are form equivalePzt PDQL forms which are not 
unary constant-length forms. Then the sequences E(F) and E(F’) are isomorphic. 
Proof. %serve first that if F(k) and F’(k), k 2 1, are forms obtained from 6: and F’ 
by removing the first k segments, then also F(k) and F’(k) are form equivalent. 
From this observarion, Theorem 3.5 end Lemma 5.2, our theorem now foljows by c 
downward induction based on Lemma 4. I. 0 
The notions of good and bad letters introduced in Section 4 can in an &kw 
way be extended to concern the case where the two IDOL sequences are iso- 
morphic. 
Theorem 6.2. Assume that F and F’ are as in the prwious theorem and I&L t/iti 
ccardinc lit)! o/ their alphabet equals n. Then, with the exception of n - 2 first words, ihc 
sequences i(F) and E(F’) contain only words with good lette ,*s. EacP’i of :?:c hod 
letters appears only once in the n - 2 first words. 
roof. We we Lerr;lma 4.2. The bound n - 2 is obtained by noticing, t 
be at le;ist one good letter and that the last word containing baci Me 
at least two of them. Cl 
2 is the best possible in tk ,gexxrA L:~SC. AI 
showing this is obtained by an obvious modification of t 
Section 2. 
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T&~rern &3, Consider two PD0L forms F and F’ with E(F) = E(F’), and assume 
that each bad letter occurs in the sequence d’(F) only once. Then F and F’ are 
sequence equiva18ntW 
&mf. Consider an interpretation Fz of K We construct an interpretation Fi of F’ 
SU& that E(F[) = I!?(&). This will be sufficient because the situation is symmetric. 
F{ will be constructed inductiveiy. Consider the following inductive hypothesis 
IH(R). We have been able to construct Ik words of the sequence E(Fi) such t5at 
they are equal to the corresponding words in E(_Fl) and, furthermore, fob every 
interpretation ai olt a good letter a, the production for ai in F/ is the same as the 
production for ai in Fl. 
The basis of induction, IHjt), is clear: here we do not need any productions at all. 
We show that M(k) implies IH(k + 1). Assume IH(K). Consider the (k + 1)“’ 
word w&+~ in E(FI). We write H’& tl after the: k words already in the sequencl2 
E(Fi), and shosw that this can be done consistently in such a way that the rule 
concerning inrzrpretations of good letters remains satisfied. 
Consider first those subwords of wk.+.1 which are generated by interpretations a; 
of good letters in the previous word JV~ according to F1. We can generate exactly 
the same subwords (also position-wise) by interpreting F’. 
(i) If for some ai we have fixed the production in Fi earlier, then bv the M 
inductive hypothesis this production is the same as the production for ai in F1. 
(ii) If we have not fixed the production for ai ea.rlier (i.e., ai does not occur ir(; 
words preceding wk), we fix it now to be the production for ai in hll. 
Consider then those subwords of w&+1 which are generated by interpretations of 
bad letters according to F1. We consider together whole blocks x of bad letters (as 
in the definition of a bad letter). For each bad letter bi in such a block X, we now fi:r 
the production in F;‘. This can be done consistently because ach bad letter occurs 
only once. (Intuitively, we can sa:y that letters occurring only once in the sequence 
cannot be interpreted at all, they can only be renamed.) l2 
Al’1 lof the following conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent for two P”r>OL 
forms F and F’ which are not unary constant-length forms. . 
0 (ii) 
ontce. 
(iii) 
F and F’ are form equivalent. 
e sequences E(F) and E(F’) are isomorphic avid each bad letter occws only 
F;’ and F’ axe sequence equivalent. 
3y Theorems 6.1 am1 6.2, (i) implies (ii). (ii) implies (iii), by Theorem 6.3. 
Obvidusly, (iii) implies (i). Cl 
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Tkesrem 6.5. Both the form equivalence arid the sequence equivalwce are debd&ie 
for arbitrary BDOL forms. 
We have given a characterization for the form equivalziice of r DOL forms which 
both gives a simple decision method for form equivalence an 4 shows that form 
equivalence is the same as sequence equivalence, with the exception of some very 
specia! finite forms. 
Our nethods rely heavily on the fact that the forms are prop?gLting. It remains 
to be seen to what extent t>e results can be carried over to the csse of DOL forms. 
For instance, we do not know to what extent the result concernrng the identity of 
form equivalence and sequence equivalence holds true for DOL forms. In the DOL 
‘:ase, one can immediately extc MI the exceptional class of unary constant-length 
forms to consist of forms whose sequence ultimately becomes unary constant- 
length. 1 here are also a number of problems ctincernIng the interrelation between 
DOL cr.d PPOL rorms. For instance: For which L)OL forms dc,es there exist a form 
equka!ent PDOL form? 
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